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Abstract. The Social and Smart project proposes a new framework
for the interaction between users and their household appliances, where
social interaction becomes an intelligent social network of users and appli-
ances which is able to provide intelligent responses to the needs of the
users. In this paper we focus on one incrasingly common appliance in
the european homes: the bread-maker. There are a number of satisfac-
tion parameters which can be specified by the user: crustiness, fragance,
baking finish, and softness. A bread making recipe is composed mainly of
the temperatures and times for each of the baking stages: first leavening,
second leavening, precooking, cooking and browning. Although a thor-
oughful real life experimentation and data collection is being carried out
by project partners, there are no data available for training/testing yet.
Thus, in order to test out ideas we must resort to synthetic data gener-
ated using a very abstract model of the satisfaction parameters resulting
from a given recipe. The recommendation in this context is carried by a
couple of Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) regression models trained to
predict the satisfaction parameters from the recipe input, and the other
the inverse mapping from the desired satisfaction to the breadmaker
appliance recipe. The inverse map allows to provide recommendations to
the user given its preferences, while the direct map allows to evaluate a
recipe predicting user satisfaction.

1 Introduction

There is an emerging view of social networks as information and knowledge
repository at the service of the social agents to solve specific problems or to learn
procedures relative to a shared domain of problems. Besides popular web service
implementations, social networks have shown to be useful to spread educational
innovations.

Social computing [1] may be defined as the result of social interaction when
it is oriented towards information processing or decision making. Preliminary
elaborations towards a taxonomy of social computing systems [2] include the
term subconscious intelligent social computing [2–5] characterized by some hid-
den layer of intelligent processes that helps to produce innovative solutions to
the problems posed by the social players. The social player asks for the solution
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of a problem, i.e. how to wash my laundry composed of items with some spe-
cific dirtiness and according to my preferences? The social framework provides
solutions either from previous reported experiences of other social players or as
innovation generated by the hidden intelligent layer.

Intuitive description of the system. In the framework of the Social and Smart
(SandS) project1 users are called eahoukers [6]. There are two repositories of
knowledge in the SandS Social Network containing tasks to be carried on the
appliances and the recipes solving them. When a user requires a task to be per-
formed (blue dashed arrows) there are two possible situations, either the recipe
solving the task is known or not. In the second case, the so called Networked
Intelligence incorporating the hidden intelligent layer is in charge to produce a
new recipe to solve the unknown task. In other words, it is in charge of achieving
innovation (green arrow). The recipe found either way is returned to the appli-
ance (black arrows). In the specific case of the breadmaker appliance, we do not
have a proper task specification, because it is always the same. In some way it can
be said that the specification of the desired satisfaction parameters, i.e. baking,
crustines, softness, fragance, are the task specification. So, real life experiments
give us pairs of (recipe, satisfaction) vector values, which are always the result
of setting the breadmaker parameters and measuring the resulting bread. There
is no way in real life to produce the data in the inverse way, setting the user
satisfaction to see what is the resulting recipe. Therefore, this inverse map must
be estimated from the data gathered in the direct experiments.

The SandS system simplified description introduces the fundamental ques-
tions that we are tackling in this paper by designing a prototype recommender
system for a specific appliance, the breadmaker, and its validation.

– The first question is: how to build a recipe recommendation from the spec-
ification of the user satisfaction? That problem is addressed by building an
Extreme Learning Machine2 [7,8] from the experimental data that implements
the inverse mapping.

– The second question is: how to decide that we need innovation? In other words,
the inverse model may produce a recipe which in fact is far from solving
the problem, so we need to create some new recipe outside the knowledge
embedded in the mappings. How we detect that situation? The answer lies
in the application of the direct mapping from recipes to satisfaction, and
measuring the distance between the predicted satisfaction vector and the one
specified by the user.

– The third question is: how to perform innovation? We need to build some
generative process that achieves to create new recipes optimizing expected
satisfaction. The solution proposed in [9] is a stochastic search process guided
by the learned user satisfaction model, specifically an Evolutionary Strategy
approach [17].

1 http://www.sands-project.eu/.
2 Source-code: http://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/egbhuang/elm codes.html.

http://www.sands-project.eu/
http://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/egbhuang/elm_codes.html
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A critical issue is the lack of real life data supporting the design and validation
of this architecture. The SandS project is currently building the framework that
would allow users to experience this social interaction, but no actual data is
being generated yet. So we have to resort to synthetic data.

Paper contribution. The contribution of this paper is a recommendation sys-
tem for breadmaker recipes based on the know information about user satisfac-
tion with past recipes tried, in the context of a social intelligence for appliance
management. The system is composed of direct and inverse mappings between
recipes and satisfaction evaluations, so it may produce a recipe recommenda-
tion from the specification of desired satisfaction parameter values given by the
user. The direct mapping may be used for the satisfaction prediction on the rec-
ommended recipe, which may be used to decide if a random search innovation
mechanism is required to produce a better suited recipe.

Contents of the paper. The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews some
ideas about recommender systems. Section 3 provides the precise specification of
the problem and the description of the dataset synthesis, which has been used
for the computational experiments. Section 4 reports results obtained on the
synthetic dataset of recipes and satisfaction. Section 5 gives some conclusions of
this paper.

2 Recommender Systems

Recommender systems [10] are taking a prominent role in the interaction with the
virtual world incorporated by the miriad of webservices used on a daily basis by
the common people. Early realizations included forms of collaborative filtering,
however the advent of the Internet of Things will allow to use implicit, local and
personal information gathered by the surrounding environment of smart objects.
Recommender Systems are currently being applied in many different domains.
Some example applications are: intelligent tourism [11], movie suggestions [12],
electronic marketplaces [13], and university library research [14].

The State of the Art techniques involved in recommender systems deal with
the problem of accurate representation and management of the user profile,
requiring computational tools from many fields of Artificial Intelligence, such as
Multi-agent systems, advanced optimization techniques, clustering of the users
data to detect communities, and advanced knowledge representation and rea-
soning for the management of uncertainty.

Collaborative filtering social recommender systems [15] use social network
information as additional input for improved recommendation accuracy. They
define two categories of CF-based social recommender systems: matrix factor-
ization based approaches and neighborhood based approaches, providing a com-
parison among algorithms.

In this paper we are concerned with the use of regression models trained
with Extreme Learning Machines (ELM) to recommend a recipe from a given
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satisfaction, and also in the other way, to predict a satisfaction from a given
recipe. Recipes are modeled as a feature vector of values from 0 to 1. Satisfaction
is composed by associated models.

3 Problem Definition and Dataset Synthesis

In this section we give the specification of the recommendation problem that
we try to solve. As there is not real life data to validate our proposal, we have
had to build some models to generate a synthetic dataset with some degree of
arbitrary complexity, so that if our approach succeeds on this dataset, it can be
successful in real life experiments. The experiment context is the “SandS” Euro-
pean project (http://www.sands-project.eu/). In this project, Eahoukers (word
that refers to easy house workers, in other words, users) provide a description
of a problem dealing with household appliance usage to the social network. The
system gives back a “recipe” that solves the proposed problem. These recipes are
either proposed by the knowledge provided by other users or by the underlying
intelligent layer [16]. Once that recipe is proposed, user can give the order to
the system to execute it in the choosen appliance. Finally, users give a satisfac-
tion of the recipe, this feedback is used to tune the intelligent layer and/or to
personalize the system.

3.1 Specification of the Recommendation Problem

This paper is focused on the case of the breadmaker. It has some specific features
that differentiate the way recommendations are generated. First, there is no task
description per se. The user only gives the order to make the bread stating some
expected satisfaction values with the result which are not stated beforehand.
In other words, we only have the recipe and satisfaction pairs. The recommen-
dation system then has two problems to solve, first it must learn the map from
recipes to satisfaction, in order to predict the user satisfaction. Second, it must
learn the inverse model from satisfaction to recipes in order to propose the best
recipe for the user. It is also possible, once we have this inverse model, to tune
the recipe to specific values of the predicted satisfaction. It may even possible to
work with missing values, that is, to provide a recipe that matches some of the
satisfaction parameters, when the other are left undefined. We have not touched
this aspect in this paper.

Recipes. The baking operation consists of 5 steps carried sequentially: first leav-
ening, second leavening, precooking, cooking and browning. Each step is speci-
fied by a pair [Time, Temperature]. Thus, in this case, the recipe consists in 10
variables [r1, ..., r10].

Satisfaction. The user give a satisfaction feedback. For the breadmaker, the
satisfaction consists in 4 parameters: [fragance, softness, baking, crust]. These
parameters are represented in 4 variables [s1, ..., s4].

http://www.sands-project.eu/
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Problem specification. The problems that we want to solve with this experiment
are two:

– Direct prediction: What will be the satisfaction feedback obtained from the
user for a given recipe?

– Inverse recommendation: Which is the recipe that I need to get a specific
satisfaction?

Let us define:

– Let be R a recipe described by bread making variables, so [r1, ..., r10] = R .
Thus, R ∈ R

10 and each ri is normalized in the range [0..1]
– Let be S a satisfaction described by [s1, .., s4] = S . Thus, S ∈ R

4 and each
sj is a number in the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

To answer these questions, we define:

– A direct mapping φ(R) = S to predict the satisfaction of the user with
the quality of the bread resulting from a proposed recipe (first question)
φ : R10 −→ R

4

– The inverse mapping φ−1(S) = R that looks for the recipe that would provide
the desired satisfaction parameter values (second question) φ−1 : R4 −→ R

10

We model the experiment with the numbers and parameters defined before but
numbers and set of variables could be adapted to any other context of similar
experimentation. These mappings are built by ELM because of the quick learning
time which allows frequent updates when the experience of the users increase the
database for learning. Notice that we only have information about experiments
going in the direct prediction sense, i.e. we can try a recipe and ask the user its
satisfaction. It is not possible to obtain experimental data in the other direction.

The first learning experiment is to calculate the regression of satisfaction
values from given recipes. We denote this experiment as φ(R) → Sj . The second
experiment is to calculate the regression o f recipe valuesfrom a given satisfaction,
i.e. to create the recommendation. We denote this experiment as φ−1(S) → Ri.
We divided the dataset in several datasets according to the application require-
ments of the 10-fold cross-validation technique. Figure 1 is the pipeline which
summarizes the process of the experiment.

3.2 Dataset Generation

We generate a dataset of 100,000 instances of recipe satisfaction pairs taking
into consideration the following:

– We consider that there is a non-linear map that models the contribution from
each recipe parameter to each satisfaction parameter value. For the experi-
mental works in this paper, we have created arbitrary maps which are shown
in Fig. 2. The idea is that if we can approximate these models with ELMs
then we can approximate almost anything. Each entry (i, j) in the table is a
map randomly generated relating recipe parameter ri with each satisfaction
parameter sj . Thus, we have 40 models.
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Fig. 1. Pipeline of experiment

– We consider that the satisfaction value is a linear combination of the contri-
butions of the recipe parameters. If aij is the satisfaction value in variable sj
induce from a given value from recipe variable ri, then:

sj =
∑10

r=1 αi ∗ aij

r′

using αi as weighting factor of recipe variable and being r′ the normalizing
value to obtain the weighted average. If result has decimal part, we round
the number to the nearest natural one. We have choosen the value of the αi

arbitrarily for the experiments reported here.

Once we have models, we are able to generate a synthetic dataset according
with models. To generate a database we generate randomly 100,000 instances of
[r1, ..., r10] then, we use the models to calculate the satisfaction.

As example, we show in Table 1 the first row of the dataset.

Table 1. Example of the content of Dataset

r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 r10 s1 s2 s3 s4

#1 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.2 1 0 0.4 0.8 0.3 0.4 2 2 2 2

#i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4 Experimental Results

Experiments are carried out using ELM standar code in Matlab3. We select Sine
(‘sin’) activation function for executions. We test results with 1 hidden unit until
3 Source-code: http://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/egbhuang/elm codes.html.

http://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/egbhuang/elm_codes.html
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Fig. 2. Maps specifying the influence of the recipe parameters into the satisfaction
parameters. Each entry relates a pair of recipe-satisfaction variables. Each plot has
horizontal axis in the range [0, 1] and the vertical axis in the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
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525 hidden units that are the maximum hidden units allowed without raising
a memory exception. Increasing neurons, square error decreases significantly.
Table 2 shows the average regression error for the direct mapping regression for
each satisfaction parameter obtained in a 10-fold cross-validation experiment for
the two extreme ELM sizes. The best result is equivalent to a relative error,
computed dividing the regression error by the variable range which is 5 for all
satisfaction values, is below 0.01. Table 3 shows the average regression error for
the inverse mapping regression for each recipe parameter obtained in a 10-fold
cross-validation experiment for the two extreme ELM sizes. The best relative
error, computed dividing the regression error by the variable range which is 1for
all satisfaction values, is below 0.2, still too high for the practical purposes of
this paper.

Table 2. Average cross-validation error results of satisfaction prediction for given
recipes: φ(R) → Sj

1 hidden unit 525 hidden units

s1 1.4490 0.4972

s2 1.7756 0.4790

s3 1.6259 0.5639

s4 1.1084 0.4832

Table 3. Average cross-validation error results of recipe recommendation for desired
satisfactions: φ−1(S) → Ri

1 hidden unit 525 hidden units

r1 0.4382 0.2816

r2 0.3910 0.2887

r3 0.4298 0.2919

r4 0.4080 0.2659

r5 0.4433 0.2923

r6 0.4063 0.2837

r7 0.3936 0.2903

r8 0.4743 0.2885

r9 0.4308 0.2911

r10 0.4456 0.2688

5 Conclusions

We propose the application of regression ELM to build a breadmaker recom-
mender system which is an instance of the social intelligence in the Internet of
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Things framework of the SandS european project. We have proposed a dataset
synthesis procedure to carry the experimental validation of the system, due to
the lack of real-life data. The experimental results are quite good for the direct
mapping from recipes to satisfaction evaluations, but not so good for the inverse
mapping, which will require a more careful tuning for the practical application.
Further work will be addressing the computational experiments on real life data,
once it is available from the breadmaking experiments being carried out by other
project partners. It is also possible to open the experimentation to the general
public by the implementation of a social network of breadmaking “aficionados”.
This implementation would be a real test of the idea of subconscious social intel-
ligence, which in this setting will encompass the application of both direct an
inverse mappings.
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